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Introduction.

Part I is concerned with the reduction of quadratic forms in an arbitrary

field to canonical types, a problem hitherto treated only for finite fields and for

the field of all real or all complex numbers.

Part II treats of the reduction of hermitian forms in a field Q obtained by

the adjunction to an arbitrary field F of a root of a quadratic equation belong-

ing to and irreducible in F. The problem is completely solved when F is any

finite field, the field of all real numbers, or the field of all rational numbers.

Part III deals with the bilinear forms in an arbitrary field F which are

invariant under a given substitution S with coefficients in F. The necessary

and sufficient conditions on S for the existence of such invariants are obtained,

and the reduction of the invariants to a single normal form is effected by a

transformation commutative with S. Here and in Part IV use is made of the

writer's determination of the canonical form of a linear transformation in an

arbitrary field, y

Part IV treats the analogous questions on quadratic forms and gives the gen-

eralization to an arbitrary field F of Jordan's recent results for the case of

a field of order p, a prime. J The explicit form of the general invariant is

determined with the same ease, but the difficult problem of its reduction to canon-

ical forms by substitutions commutative with S becomes much more troublesome

for an arbitrary field than for a finite field. When F does not have modulus

2, the general character of the result may be indicated as follows. As semi-

normal forms of the invariant we obtain

£/?,. + z^/r + £«;// + •.. + e A + E*«G, + TKQ\ + ■ ■ ■«
where the invariants B., II, A. and   Q. have   respectively the character of

bilinear, hermitian, alternate bilinear and quadratic forms, each with completely

* Presented to the Society (Chicago) December 30, 1905. Received for publication Novem-

ber 26, 1905.

fAmerican Journal of Mathematics, vol. 24 (1902), pp. 101-108.

X Mémoire sur les formes quadratiques, suivant un module premier p, invariantes par une substitu-

tion linéaire donnée, Journal de Mathématiques, ser. 6, vol. 1 (1905), pp. 217-284.
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fixed coefficients, while b., b\, ■ ■ ■ are any non-vanishing elements of F and

at, a'¡, •■-, any non-vanishing elements of certain fields F(p). The question

of ultimate normal forms is the question of the extent to which these parameters

can be specialized by the application of a substitution commutative with S. It

is shown that normalization must take place in each sum separately, that the

normalization of the quadratic function E °a Qa °^ certain variables x" must be

made by a substitution T on the x°, the same substitution on the x", the same

on x°, etc., with analogous remarks on the sums £ ai Hi, • • •. But the effect

on the b{ is the same as if we had applied to £ ba ( x" )2 the substitution T on

the variables x¡J alone. Moreover, this partial substitution on the xj may be

chosen arbitrarily. Hence the problem of normalizing £¿=1 baQa by a substitu-

tion commutative with ¿Sand cogredient in the various sets of variables is replaced

by the problem (treated in Part I) of normalizing an l-axy quadratic form in F

by means of unrestricted Z-ary substitutions in F. Similarly, the problem on

53«,/^ reduces to that on hermitian forms (Part II).

I. Reduction of quadratic forms * in a general field F.

1.  Within any field F, not having modulus 2, a quadratic form of non-van-

ishing determinant is linearly reducible to f

n

(1) q m £ a;X2 (each a¡ an element + 0 of F).

Hence for the field of real numbers the canonical types are

a n

f = v x2 — v x2
i=l ¡=s+l

For s +- er, f cannot be transformed ixxtoftt by a real n-ary linear substitution;

this invariance of s is the Jacobi-Sylvester law of inertia of real quadratic

forms. J

2. Under the transformation

q becomes

i-Z^ (i=1' ,»;
i=i

i,
Z^2/J + 2   £   BJky¡Vk, A^Z.*^, B^^ZaJ.b».
j-i j, t,¿<* ¿=i t=i

We discuss the question : Given bn, bn, ■ ■ -, bnX, in the general field F, such

that Ax + 0. can we determine  elements b¡.(j> 1) of F, such  that  every

* The same treatment applies to the reduction cf sj mmetric bilinear fornib by cogredient trans-

formations of the two sets of variables.

t The usual proof for the field of all real numbers is valid for F. Or we may proceed as in \ 6,

identifying every element with its conjugate.

X References in Baltzer, Determinanten, 5th ed., p. 176.
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B.k = 0 and A m \b¡.\ 4= 0?    Since the b.{ enter the question symmetrically,

we may assume that btx +- 0.    The conditions B¡k = 0 are satisfied if we take

6i*=-«r'Ju ¿«A 6« (* = 2, ■••, n).

If, with these values inserted in A, we remove the factor a~x b~x from the first

row of A, then multiply the ¿th row by a.6., and add the sum to the first row, for

¿ = 2, • • ■, n, we find that

A = «-,6-'^IA11, \x<"\h («i * = 2, ••■, »).

If n = 2, we take 6W 4= 0 and obtain an affirmative answer to our question.

Let next n > 2. In Bk = 0(2 = j < &), we replace 6,. and blk by their values

and get

í=2 i, í, ¡4(

(i) Suppose first that every /?; = 0 ( i = 2, • • •, n ). Then every ba 4= 0,

Pit+-0. With the exception of 6.12, we take every of<=0 (i, s=2, •••,«; i^>s).

We assign any value not zero to 6;. (* > 1 ) ; and any values to bi3, b32 such that

b23 hs2 = - KK • T1,en Au = 2i« &:« • • • h,m 4= 0 • Finally, for I = 4 ,■•-,«,
we set

ci(-  ¿>.,^ = o (i = 2, •••,/-!).

Then conditions B'k = 0 (j, k = 2, ■ ■ -, n ; j < k) are all satisfied, since the

coefficient of 6.. equals C:i. if i = 4, while for £=3,J=2, the condition

reduces to P23(6^633 + b32b.a) = 0. But for a fixed l,ly>3, equations Cu = 0

serve to express the bn (t = 2, • • •, I — 1) in terms of bn, since the determinant

of the coefficients of the former is*

0

P,

P        P

1\

Pu

0

p..

Oil

10 1

110

111

= (-l)'-'(7-3)r.

*To reach the second determinant, replace each Pit by (tiaibobn, remove the factor a,6,i

from the (i— 1 )th row, and the factor a,bu from the (t — l)th colnmn. To evaluate the sec-

ond determinant, subtract the first row from each of the remaining rows, then add the

2d, • ■-, (I — 2 )th columns to the first. The resulting determinant has the first row

I — 3, 1, 1, ■••, 1, and zeros elsewhere outside the main diagonal.
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where r= a22a23 ■ ■ ■ a^frjjö2, • • • o2_n 4= 0. Hence the equations Cu = 0 can

all be satisfied if * F does not have a modulus = n — 3 .

(ii) If not every Rt vanishes, we may set R2 4= 0 in view of the symmetry.

We determine the b2k to make the coefficient of b2. in B'k vanish :

n

K = - R*lHP2tK (»«a,-.,»).

We give to o22 any value 4= 0 and set bi2 = 0 (i = 3, ■ ■ -, n). Then /?2i = 0

and

AU = &22A22> A22=|6iJ (<,« = 3, •••,»).

If n = 3, we take 5.)3 4= 0 and obtain an affirmative answer to our question.

Let next n > 3. In B'.k = 0 (3 SSj < Jb), we replace 6(i. for t = 2 by its value

and obtain

Ä?. - tbiÁR'ibtk+"j:'np'ilblk}=0,    R'^R.R-Pl,   P'it=axa2b2xxPit,

the value of P!( being initially R2Pit — P2iP2t. The present problem — to

determine the bh ( i = 3, s = 3 ) so that their determinant A22 4= 0 and each

B".k = 0 (3 =_;' <¿) — is the exact analogue of the former problem — to deter-

mine the bu (iS 2, s S 2) so that Au 4= 0 and each B'jk = 0 (2 ^j < k).

After suitable repetitions of the argument, the final problem is to determine

the bu(i, s = n — 1, n) so that |buj 4= 0 and

Z-i. - i K-x \**K + °'t*KK 1 = 0,     K-i. = p:^., - p.
i=n—1 I ¿±i I

If /?*_,, A?* and P all vanish, we may choose the b's to be any elements of

determinant not zero.    In the contrary case, we take

b   .    , = R'b   +P   ..,        b     x = -B: xbn Xn-Pbtn.n — In— I n    «n    ' n-lti' nn-1 «—1    n-ln nn

Then 5* ..«0, |6| = i?*62 + 2Pb   b   .   + R' xb2 .±0.
n—In "II n    nn    ' nn    n—In    ' n — 1    n—In    I

Theorem. If F is any field not^ having a modulus = n — 3, there exists

an n-ary linear transformation (b.) in F, with preassigned values of

©„, 621, • • -, bnX making Ej,.,«,^}, 4= 0, which replaces a given quadratic form

2C"=ia¿xi by one of the type X^vLx2 with Ax = £*-i°4°<i"

*This condition is necessary for the solvability of the C¡¡ = 3. If F has a modulus which

divides I — 3, the above determinant vanishes. Call i/j, ih, ■ ■ ■, Mi—\ the minors of the ele-

ments 0, P32, • • -, Pi—12. Then must 6«( Pu&li— Pt¡3f¡ +_ ■ ■ •) = 0. The determinant whose

expansion is the second factor is seen as above to have the value 1.

t It is unnecessary for our applications to inquire whether or not this restriction on F is nec-

essary for the validity of the theorem.
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3. If F is a finite field the equation axb\x + a2b\x = 1 has solutions o„, 621

in F. Hence, applying the theorem of § 2 for n = 2, we see that any form

X'"=1afx2 in the GF[pk~\, p> 2, can be reduced by a succession of binary

transformations to £"",' *« + axl, • Since one-half of the marks, not zero, of

the G F [/>*], p > 2, are squares, while the ratio of any two not-squares is a

square, we can make a = 1 or a particular not-square v.

Theorem.* In the GF\_pk~\, p~> 2, any m-ary quadratic form of non-

vanishing determinant can be reduced to S'.^i35? or e^se to lL,'"=ix] + KB»i» "

being a particular not-square.

4. Let F be the field R of all rational numbers. It ax = ax/d, axx\ = axdy'\,

where yx = xxfd. Hence we may assume that each ax in (1) is an integer. If

ax, • • •, a, are not all negative, the equation

(2) E «,&?-!
i=i

can be satisfied by rational values of bx> •■ -, b4. Indeed, there exist j- integers

ßx, ■ ■ -, ßA, er, not all zero, for which £*=1 aß2 — er2 = 0 . -But if a = 0 and

say ßx 4= 0, ß2 4= 0, (2) is satisfied by

'■'-Wi'-a-j'        "•-*(1 + k)-        ">-kß"        b>-kß-
It now follows that, if a,, • • •, at are all negative, there exist rational solutions

6¿ of X^uLÖ2 = — 1.    Hence, by the theorem of § 2, YL\=\aix\ can  De trans-

formed by a quaternary substitution with rational coefficients into

4

±«, + X>¡!«2,
t=2

the sign being + unless ax, ■ ■ ■, at are all negative.    We thus obtain the

* The reduction of quadratic forms in the GF[p" ] was effected by the writer in a memoir on

(¡he linear groups defined by a quadratic invariant, American Jonrnal of Mathematics,

vol. 21 (1899), pp. 194, 222. (Cf. Linear Groups, pp. 158, 197.) For p = 2, there exist m-

ary quadratic forms of non-vanishing discriminant D only for m = 2«, and then the two canonical

types are

FK = Ax\ + A.y\+ 2 x¡y¡,
i=l

where ¿ = 0 or a particular one of the marks for which ÄasJ + Ây\ + xtyx is irreducible in the

GF[2*]. For A = l, Jordan states in his niemoir cited above that a quadratic form is re-

ducible to F„ or Fx according as(2;) = +l or — I. This is clearly an oversight since D is

the mark 1 and thus can be taken to be an arbitrary odd integer. The same oversight occurs in

DK Skguikr's Groupes Abstraits, p. 51, footnote.

t A. Meyer, Vierteljahrschrift der naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Zurich,

vol. 29 ( 1884), pp. 209-222.    He shows that axx¡-{-1- a6aj = 0 has integral solutions x¡ not

all zero If ait •• -, ab are integers +0, not all of like sign.
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Theorem. Within the field of all rational numbers any n-ary quadratic

form of non-vanishing determinant can be transformed into one of the forms

* n—:i

- 2>î + £ 'A + "xl-2 + K-i + «£«

where s = 0 unless a, b, c are all negative.

The difficult problem of ultimate canonical forms is not undertaken here. I

pass to hermitian forms and effect a complete reduction to canonical forms.

II.   On the reduction of hermitian forms.

5. Let F be any field * for which there is an equation

X2 + MX + V =■ 0 ( roots <J, ü, C + u )f,

belonging to and irreducible in F.    Denote the field F(a>) by Q.    Any ele-

ment of Q may be given the form e = « + bco, a and b in F.    Set e = a + boa.

Then
i.w

Ha =   £  % %i lj (eaßh a<> inQ' *v = a" )
',./

will be called a hermitian form in the field Q, and |a..| will be called the deter-

minant of IIa.    Under a linear transformation

(3) fi-E^I». l=f.ßikVk (« = 1.   -,»),

in which the ßik are elements of Q and B m \ ßik | 4= 0, IIa becomes a hermitian

form H whose determinant] 7;. | equals BB \a \.\

6. Theorem. By a transformation (3) in Q of determinant unity, any

hermitian form IIa in Q of non-vanishing determinant A can be reduced to

n

(4) £ 7, ViV¡ (each "'"• '" F ) •
¡=1

We first reduce Ha to a form Ha, having a'n 4= 0. If a„ = 0 and a.. 4= 0,

we apply the transformation £, = v., f ■ = — 1^. If every a(i. = 0, we may take

al2 4= 0 ; under the transformation f, = t¡t, £2 = *72 + A"?,, //a becomes /f0, with

*In particular, F shall not be the field of all complex numbers x + yi, nor a field Fm,,, de-

fined as the aggregate of the Galois fields of orders p'", p2", p*'", p*'", •••. If in a field F of

modulus 2 every equation x* + vx + v     0 ( it + 0 ) is reducible, F contains Fltl.

f In the field of all rational functions of a variable z with integral coefficients taken modulo

2, the equation x1 — z is irreducible but has equal roots. We exclude such a case o — u, since

the problem is then that of bilinear forms in F subject to-cogredient transformations.

X The simplest proof follows by use of generators of the types

S 1 = li + '-''i > fi = *?<       and       ii = -B'/i, f. = 'A a = 2,..., »)•
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a\, = al2p. + âX2u. Take u = (a + 0e*)/512; then a[x = 2a — bu can be made

different from zero, since we have excluded the case u = 0 when F has modulus

2 by assuming that u> 4= co.

In Ha, with a'xx 4= 0, set j», = ni — a¡2a'~ r¡2, £2 = n2\ there results IIa„ with

a'xx = a'ix, a'i2 = a'2X = 0. Similarly, we make every auand a.x zero (i > 1 ) and

reach ffa„ = ctj,^^, +/', where f is a hermitian form on r¡., fj.(i = 2, • • •, n)

of determinant 4= 0.

7. Let A7 be the Ci'' [//"], so that Q is the O-Ffj**"]. For any mark g

of JP* the equation ce = g, viz., c''"+l = »7, is solvable in Q. Hence there is an

unique canonical form S^.fj.

8. Let F be the field of all real numbers and set <o =1/ — 1. Then y.=+: c2,

so that (4) can be reduced to one of the forms

(5) *r-èftl,-èf,fi (r-0,1, ••.,•).
¿=1 (=»!■+1

Now r is an invariant, i. e., hr can not be reduced to h (p + r) by a transfor-

mation (3). Indeed, for ft. = x{ + y{V — 1, (3) becomes a special 2ra-ary real

linear transformation, and (5) becomes

(6) ÉK + sí)- Ê(«i + yî).
1=1 £=r+l

so that 2r is an invariant by § 1.     There are n + 1 canonical forms (5).

9. Consider for a general field F the possible normalizations of a binary

hermitian form h = a ( xx + ryy ), a and r in F, and each 4= 0 .    Set

x = XX + pY,        y = pX+ <tY,        D = Xcf — pp 4= 0.

Then h becomes

h' = a(XX + rpp)XX+ a(f£fi+ rara) YY + AXY+ ÄXY,

where A = a ( XJi + rpcr ). We desire that A = 0. For A + 0, we take

p, = — rpcr/X.    Then D = (XX + rpp)cr/X, and

h' = a(XX+ rpp) (XX + rrrYY),        r = f".

The same form with t = /"■/»*/> results if A = 0, whence cr = 0. Hence r can

be changed only by a factor tt . By a preliminary unary transformation on y,

we can restrict r to the series of multipliers 1, mx, m2, -in a rectangular

array of the elements of F with the various distinct elements 1, «,«,, /c2«2, ■ ■ •

in the first row, where the tc's axe arbitrary in Q. To retain this normalization,

we set t = 1.
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Theorem. Let 1, mx, m2, • ■ ■ be the multipliers in a rectangular array of

elements of F, the elements of the first row being the distinct elements kíc, k

ranging over Q. Any binary hermitian form can be reduced linearly to

to a(xx + ryy), where a and r belong to the set 1, mx, m2, ■ ■ ■. Two such

reduced forms can be transformed into each other if and only if they have the

same r, and the ratio of their a1 s is a mark, not zero, expressible in the form

XX + rpp.

10. Let F be the field R of all rational numbers. Then Q= R(e), where

e2 = v, v being a fixed integer 4= 1 having no square factor. Thus ë = — e.

By § 9, we can transform axx + byy into Lxx + Myy, where L = aXX + bpp,

X and p being any elements of Q for which L 4= 0. If a = ajd, a and d being

integers, then axx = adzz, z = x/d. Hence we may assume that a and b are

integers.     Set X = a + ße, p = y + 8e, a, ß, y, 8 in R.    Then

(7) L = aXX + bpp = a(a2 - vß2) + b(y2 - ko2).

As * in § 4, we can choose a, ß, y, 8 in R to make L = + 1 if v, a, b are not

all negative, and L = — 1 in the contrary case. Hence if v is positive, any

n-ary hermitian form is reducible to

(8) "¿a.+<¡„;
1=1

while, if v is negative, it can be reduced to one of the types

(9) /.--¿f,f,+  Z t,f,+ <*.?.     (—0,1,-,—1).
i—1 t=i*-|-l

If r > 0 and s > 0, we can transform — f ç + r£n%n into + £ffa + r'|nfn, and

hence transform^ into_/)_,.    The reduced forms for v negative are thus

(10) /„ with r> 0 ;/,(« = 0,l,..., n-1) with r<0,

falling into n + 1 types, each characterized by the number of its negative terms.

Hence by § 8, a form of one type cannot be reduced to one of a different type

by a transformation (3). But by § 5, under a transformation (3) of determinant

B, the determinant (— l)'r off is multiplied by BB. Hence f(r) is reduc-

ible to f(p) if and only if p/r is expressible in the form BB.

Theorem. Any n-ary hermitian form in R(y/p) with non-vanishing

determinant can be reduced by a linear transformation in R( x/p ) to one and

but one of the canonical forms :

* The case o == 0 may now be treated more naturally. There are then solutions \ + 0, px + 0

in R ( £ ) of a3,/., + bi>tJ>i =0. Let T — f>1ljf>l. Then L = \ becomes /U — tt=:o~1, and is

satisfied by 2. = J ( a~' + 1 ), r = j ( a'1 — 1 ).
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(I) for i>> 0, £"='£il,- + »"|„F„i where r ranges over the multipliers (inte-

gers) 1, mx, m2, • ■ -, in a rectangular array of all rational numbers with those

representable by x2 — vy2 in the first row ;

(ii) for ; < o, £»-; tti+ptjn, - e;=1 til + e:=:+1 n, - pU„, «*««
8 = 0,1, ■ ■ -, n — 1 , and p ranges over the multipliers (positive integers) in

a rectangular array of all positive rational numbers with those representable

by x2 — vy2 in the first row.

In the examples,* (k) denotes all primes of the form k ; qx, q2, q3, ■ ■ -,

denote distinct primes ; px, p2,p3, ■ • -, denote distinct primes.

For v=2,r = l,qx,qxq2, qxq2q3, ••-,?, ranging over ( 8m + 3), (8m + 5).

For v = 3,r=±l,+zql,±qlq2,--, q. ranging over (12m+5), (12?« + 7).

Fori>=5,r = l, qt, qxq2, •■-, qi ranging over (20m+ 3), (20m+ 7),

(20m + 13), (20m + 17).

For v<0, p = l,qx, qxq.,, q¡q2q3, • ••, where for v = — 1, qt = (4m + 3);

for v=-2, qtmm (8m + 5), (8m + 7); for i>=-3, q.= (2,m + 2); for

v = — 5, the only limitations on the primes q. are that no one is 5, 20m + 1,

or 20m + 9, while at most one is chosen from the set 2, (20m+3), (20/H + 7);

for v = — 6, no qt is 24m + 1 or 24m + 7, while at most one is chosen from

the set 2, 3,(24m + 5),(24m + 11); for v=-l,q.= (28m +t),t= 3,5,
13, 17, 19, 27.

III.   The bilinear forms invariant under a given substitution S.

11. Let F be an arbitrarily given field. We seek all bilinear functions

4> = Jjit1ii%i% with discriminant D m \ yr | + 0 and coefficients in F, such

that 4> is invariant under a given substitution, cogredient in the two sets of

variables,
n n

s-       Éi-Ê«^«      v'¡ = T,aijVj (ï--i, •••,»),
J=i J=x

with coefficients also in F. In the canonical form of S (with the initial

variables f;), the new variables fall into as many classes as there are distinct

roots of the characteristic equation A(/>) = 0 of S. Each class is composed of

one or more series, the variables of any series being transformed by S into

linear functions of themselves, as follows :

|as,, *i«   ••««<        P-V P(®i + *«)« ■■■,P(x, + xl-i)\-

* The integers representable by x2 — 2y2 are, aside from square factors, ±1,±2,(8»+1),

( 8n + 7 ), and their products two, three, four, -, at a time. For x2 — "Ay*, they are — 2, — 3,

(12m + l), — (12m + 11). Fovx2 + by2, they are 5, ( 20m + 1), (20m+ 9), 2px, plpt, and

the products of these expressions two, three, • • -, at a time, where p¡ = ( 20m + 3 ), ( 20m + 7 ).

Torx' + Sy2, they are (24m + l ), (24m + 7), p¡p2, and their products, wherep,—2, 3, 24m+ 5

or 24m + 11.
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Similarly, S with the initial variables 77. affects the general series of canonical

variables as follows :

Iftiy«* ■•■■>9t     PxVoiPx(yx + %)' •••>p,(?/r + yT-,)|-

In the new variables, <1> becomes a sum of functions each separately invariant,

the general one, f, being bilinear in xf, y.(i = 0, • • -, t ; j = 0, •• -, t). Let

ax.y. be any term of the latter, i +j its rank, i being the rank of x. and j the

rank of y.. Siuce the increment obtained from any term is of lower rank, the

set of terms of maximum rank in the transform of f by S is derived from

the set of terms of maximum rank in f by multiplication by ppx. Unless f is

identically zero, ppx = 1. But if none of the variables x appeared in the new

form of 4>, its discriminant would vanish. Hence there is at least one series of

variables y which S multiplies by p~l. With the class Ct of all the variables

which Sé multiplies by p is associated a class C of the variables which 8

multiplies by p~x. Then <I> = TCJ.C ] + ¥, where [C^C,] is bilinear in the

variables of C , C , while SP does not contain those variables. The discrim-

inant of [ Cr Ct ] is a factor of D and hence is not zero ; this requires that the

classes C and C shall contain the same number of variables. Thus p~x must

be a root of A ( p ) = 0 of the same multiplicity as the root p. A first necessary

condition for an invariant <ï> under S is :

(11) The characteristic equation of S must be a reciprocal equation.

A second condition for the existence of [CrCl ] is (Jordan, § 13);

(12) Classes (7. C\ must be of like type as to number and length of series.

12. When these conditions on S are satisfied, invariant? [C7.C,] of non-

vanishing discriminant exist (Jordan, § 12, case I alone occurs for bilinear

functions), the general one being 1C», s,>tt°S./àaii where f is a definite bilinear

function and the «'s are any polynomials in p, p., • • -, p„_., for which the dis-

criminant of [C7.C, ] is not zero and the following "reality" conditions hold:

Since <í> is to be equal to a function of the initial variables with coefficients in

F, we must have <t> = X! + *i 1 where

s = [c,e,] + [c;c<;] + ••• + [cr>cr>],
\_C\C\~\, ■■■, being derived from [CxC,~¡ by interchanging p and px, ■•■,

p and />,,_,, respectively, px, • ■ -, pv_., being the remaining roots of the same

irreducible factor of A(p). Thus «°s must equal a polynomial in p. Let these

conditions be satisfied. Then (Jordan,* § 14—16) by a linear transformation

leaving the canonical form of S unaltered (not necessarily the same transforma-

tion, on the if s as on the x's), we can reduce 4> to a unique canonical form.

* An obvious correction (not altering the argument) is to be made on p. 237, 1. 11. The ex-

pression in brackets should be

*'„ K+c,l, *:_, + ■ ■ ■+*; )+»;(«:+ci_x/;„_x+•••+<)+•••.
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13. Conditions (11) and (12) depend upon quantities irrational in general

with respect to the initial field F. It seems desirable to proceed further and

exhibit purely rational conditions for the solvability of the problem. We

obtain* the

Theorem. The necessary and sufficient conditions that a given substitution

(a..) with coefficients in F shall leave invariant one or more bilinear forms

with coefficients in F are: (i) the characteristic determinant A(p) of S has a

decomposition into factors irreducible in F of the type

a(p) = sis';...r:r:...r^r:/.--,

where Sk, S't, ■■■ are self-reciprocal, viz., Sk(p) = p''Sk(p~x), while Rt and

R* are reciprocal; (ii) the invariant-factors of the matrix A (p) are of the form

S^S',"1... Ä?Äp • • - Rf R';A, S?8'lh ■ ■ • R?E? ■ ■ ■ R'/"- R'"1

a pair of reciprocal factors occurring always to the same power.

When these conditions are satisfied there exist in F bilinear forms Y, °n^iVj

invariant under S(, $„. All such invariant forms are reducible to a single

one by a transformation on the £'s commutation with St, and a (possibly dif-

ferent) transformation on the if s commutative with S^.

IV.  The quadratic forms invariant under a. given substitution S.

14. Jordan's treatment of the case of a field of order p, a prime, can be

extended immediately to any finite field, and with certain essential modifications

to any infinite field.    Let F be any field.

Let p be a root of f(x) = 0, where f(x) is a factor of degree k of A(x)

and is irreducible in F. If p~x is not a root of f(x) = 0, the question is

essentially the same as that for bilinear forms, discussed above. Let next p~x

be a root of f(x) = 0, p~x + p. Then f(x) = 0 and x''f(x~x) = 0 are equa-

tions belonging to and irreducible in F with a root p in common ; hence all

their roots are common and f(x)=0 is a reciprocal equation. Since no

root equals its reciprocal, k = even = 2v, and the roots  may  be  designated

P = Po, Pu • • • i Pto-i witn P>. = AT1 > P„+i = PVl« • • • « Pîy-i = fVii • In the canon-

ical form of S all the variables corresponding to a root p. are said to form the

class C;. Thus an invariant quadratic form <t> must equal [CüC„]+rt',

where [ C0 C„ ] is bilinear in the variables of classes C0 and C„, while ^ does

not contain them^    Now [C^C,,] which is itself invariant must,have the form

(13) [C0C7] = £</V,
a, ß, '

where aaß are any constants satisfying the conditions later specified, while Faßr

*Cf. Transactions, vol. 3 (1902), pp. 290-292.
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are perfectly definite bilinear forms derived from those given by Jordan, pp.

240, 241, by making the following changes. For 6(, ô?", c(, df, ••■ write

b¡(p), 6((p_1), «,(/>), ci(p~1)i ••-, respectively ; for e of §21 write p — p~x.

In § 20, take 60 = £ if F does not have modulus 2, while for modulus 2 take

K=-  a    0"+   »xP"1  +  atP"2 +••• + *,-!*>).
v

where the a's refer to the irreducible reciprocal equation with root p :

(14) E=if + if + ax(if~x + jr*+»") + ■ ■ ■ + av_x(y +y~x) + av = 0.

If rt„ vanished, there would be a factor y — y~x modulo 2. Since the vari-

ables entering Faßr are linear functions of the initial variables f( whose coeffir

cients are polynomials in p with coefficients in F, Faßr can be expressed as a

function of p and the £'s with coefficients in F. In particular Faßr is unaltered

by any permutation of the roots px, p\~x, • ••, p„_x, p~l¡. The same must be

true of [ Ca C„], which is composed of all the terms of <î> involving the variables

of classes C0 and Cv (viz., those corresponding to the roots p and p~x ), since <t>

is to be equal to a function of the £'s with coefficients in F. Hence the a's in

(13) must be symmetric functions of those 2v — 2 roots ; but the latter are the

roots of E/(y + y~x — p — p~x) = 0, E being given by (14). Hence the

coefficients in (13) are rational functions of p with coefficients in F. By its

construction Faßr becomes FBar when p is replaced by p~x.    Hence

(15) af(p) = aßr«(p-x),

whence a™ is a polynomial in p + p~l.

Finally, since [ C0 CJ\ + ¥ is to be equal to a function <t> of the £'s with coef-

ficients in F, W must contain the bilinear forms [C^C,,.,.,], • ■ -, [C^_1C2„_1]

derived from [ C0 C„] by replacing p by px, ■ ■ ■, pv_x, respectively. Hence must

<I> = Q + <í>,, where <I>1 involves no variable in the classes C0, ■ ■ ■, Cu_x, while

(16) Q^'Z[CiCy+i]=   £   af(Pi)F%,
t=0 o, ß, r, i

Faß,.being the same function of p. and the variables of C¡, Cv+i that í,Jpr = í'aSr

is of p0 and the variables of C0, Cv. In (16), the a's are arbitrary rational

functions of p{ satisfying (15) and making the descriminant of [C0C„] not zero

(requiring that certain determinants of the a's be + 0). The same argument

is to be repeated for 4>1 with reference to each new irreducible factor of A (p).

15. The next problem is the reduction of [C0C„] to one or more normal

forms by means of a transformatian of variables leaving S unaltered. Jordan

shows (§§ 23-28) that a unique normal form results when F is a field of order
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p. The same is true for any finite field, but not for an arbitrary infinite field.

For an arbitrary field F we can proceed with Jordan's normalization by observ-

ing the following modifications.* The constants a, a"", X, XrV, ■ ■ ■ are to be

interpreted as a(p), a(p~~x), X(p), X(p"x), ■■■, respectively.

To prove that the argument at the bottom of p. 243 remains valid, we have

to show that, for a"xt 4= 0,

HpX(p) + Hp~1X(p) + Hp)Mp-1X(p)
is not identically zero for every rational function A. But if the sum vanished

for X(p) = 1, — 1, and p, then would

1 1 1|

-1    -1        l\=-2(p-x-p) = 0,

P        P-1     l|

which is impossible if F does not have modulus 2.     For modulus 2, we employ

X(p) = 1, p, and p + 1, obtaining as the determinant (p~x + p)(p~x — p).

The argument to make a" = 1 (top of p. 244) must now be abandoned. For

the present we allow a" to remain arbitrary, but 4= 0. To make oM = atl = 0 ,

apply the transformation which replaces x\ and if. by x'. — a(p)x" and

y\ — a(p~1)y'\, respectively, for i = m, • • -, 0, taking a(p) = u2xí(p)/axxi¡(p).

By analogous transformations we can make every afß = 0(a 4= ß) and reach

7

(17) <r>a = ^X{«:ato: + (-l)"''-C^]}    (each <; +0,^ + 0).
a=l

Consequently we insert the factors-a" in the formula; of §§ 26—28. For A on

p. 248 we now take

X(p)=-e(p-x)+lA(p-')a::(p)}.

For case 1°, p. 250, the condition to be satisfied is now

( - l)""-"[x(P-x) + x(p)] «ç + or = 0,

where each a is a rational function of p + p~x.    To this end we apply the

Lemma.    If p is a root of an irreducible reciprocal equation (14), we can

determine a polynomial X(p) such that X(p~x) + X(p)= f(p + p~'), f being

any given polynomial, where the coefficients of X and f belong to the arbitrary

field F.
In view of (14), we may set

f=gAp"-x + p-v^)+ ■■ + 9,-ÁP + p-l) + ff,      (j'Binjf).

* We do not consider the numerical results of §§24, 25, peculiar to finite fields.    On p. 245,

line 6, the term c'{'dx should be deleted.    The group considered in ? 24 occurs in the literature,

Mathematische Annalen, vol. 52 (1899) p. 561, and vol. 55 (1902), p. 521, as the hyperor-

thogonal group in the GFlp2"].

Trans. Am. Math. Soe. 19
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We proced to exhibit a solution A of the form

HP) - W + V'"' + --' + c, (c'sinF).

If F does not have modulus 2 we may take

co = 0' ci=i7i> •"« «V, = <7,-,, <"„ = £»„.

If F has modulus 2, we apply (14) to eliminate p" + p~" and get

WiH?-'+P~'+i )-%*,-

Ci-9i + ^r (i=i,-,v-i).

For case 2°, page 250, the condition to be satisfied is now*

(_ 1 )'"'--•'-'e[A(p-')-A(/3)]a^ + a"a = 0, e = p — p~x.

Now (— 1 )'"'-r'aara/a™ equals a polynomial f(p + p~x) by (15). Set

p(p) = (p~x — p)X(p). The resulting condition p(p~x) + p(p)=f(p + p~x )

may be satisfied by the Lemma.

Cases 3°, 3° are analogous to 2°, Io, respectively.

Hence [_CS)CV'\ can be reduced to the semi-normal form

i i+i' i+t'+i"

(18) Z <C Faam +   £  aßJ Fßßm, +    £    «fit F      + ...,
a=l ß=l+l y=l-t-l'+X

where each a = a(p) = a(p~x) +- 0, while Faam is a bilinear function with

fixed coefficients of x* and y°¡ (i=0, 1, -.., m; a = l, ••-, l), Fßßm, a

bilinear function of xß and yB (i = 0, 1, ■ ■ -, m' ; ß = l+l,---,l + V),

etc.    Also y(p) = x(p~x), m> m > m"

16. First let F be a finite field, the GF[p"]. Then F(p) is the

GF[p2'k'\ and p»"" = p~x The a's belong to the G F [p"k] . Apply the

transformation (commutative with S) which multiplies each x* by A and each

yl by XpV . The new coefficients of Faam is a™Xp"k+1 and hence can be made

unity by choice of A in the 6rAT[/)2"*] . For a finite field every a in (18)

can be made unity, so that there is a unique normal form.

17. For a general field F the question is not so simple ; we shall have to

* By a misprint the wrong sign is given by Jordan. On p. 249, 5th line from the bottom,

*p"yl-r should read /.''"j£.    On p. 250, 3d line from the bottom, \p" + X should read A*" - X.

M/>-') + Mp) = £(*,.
i=l

Hence this equals f if we set

c-J"
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consider normalizations not used or needed in Jordan's case.    Now S affects *

the variables entering (18) as follows:

xl, x\, •••,x«,      ¿>x«,/>(x«+xj), ■•■ipiK+K-x)

••>2C.      p-'yl,p-'(ft+iï), ■ ■ •> r1'(2C+2C-.)

■•»£•■    Pxß.,P(xß+xß)> ■■■,P(xi>+x?„'-i)(19)

(a = l, •••,/)

ffl       <vP

yß . y\ .

(0=1+1, •••,14O
•>3&«   p_1y?.p~l(yf+yî). ••••.p~1(îv£h-î&_i)

analogously for xj, yj¡, • • •, x* „, y* „    ( y=i+i'+\, ■ ■, i+v+1" ).

Any substitution P commutative with (19) is the product of a substitution T

on the x's by the conjugate substitution T on the y's.    Further,

T= TT.T.,--- W,
m      m       m '

where each factor is commutative with S, Tm denoting a substitution of the form

(20) x" Z Krí (o=l, ■•-,«; i = 0, 1, ••-,»»),

Tm, being cogredient on x'(+l, •• -, x!+,/, for ¿ = 0,1, ■ • -, m', etc., while W

js derived from substitutions, the general one of which replaces x? by x^ + Xxßi_m+r

ti = m,---,m — r) and leaves fixed x°:(j = m — r — 1, ■••, 0 ), r being < m.

Hence y  T replaces each xj by a linear function of x'0, • ••, x'0 only, while

* Here and henceforth it is to be understood that the remaining variables x ( px ), y ( px ), • ■ ■,

x (p„_i ), y (pv—x. ), conjugate to x ( p ) = x, undergo the transformation conjugate to that on x.

Thus the complete substitution can be expressed as a substitution on the initial variables with

coefficients in F.

tThe explicit form of T is not essential to the argument ; it is moreover fairly complex

Linear Groups, ?218).    Form = 2, m' — \,l = 2, V — l, Sis

zS.açî, x%       pxl,p(xt + x^),p{xl + xax)'

ttt ttt ttt f      ttt      . Ht *

xo > xi Pxo • P ( xx + xo I

the explicit form of T is the following (zero coefficients not being entered) :

(a=l,2).

^0       x0      XX      XX      x2 ¿1

-0

X'ó

x\
It

xx

H
it

tit
xo

x"

*I1       612

<h      <=j      6n    6u «i

dx     d2     Cj     c2     6„    6I2   /,     ex

rf,     d,     c,     ct

9i     9i

Ai     A«    9i    9t

ft        «5

k     b..
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x'm, • • -, se* appear in the functions by which T replaces.x° only when i = m.

Analogous remarks on the y's hold for T. Hence in the function by which

P = /'/'replaces (18), the terms involving the variables x* and y°-m of maximum

rank m come only from the terms of (18) involving these variables. But the

latter terms are.given by cf>a of (17). Hence in order that P shall transform f

given by (18) into a similar function /\, it is necessary that P shall transform

cf> into <f> , + ijr, where the variables of -*¡r are of rank < m. Hence the factor

T , given by (20), of T must transform cj>a into cj>a,. The necessary and suf-

ficient conditions for this are

'        ,   , (0      if S + e.

(21) ET*-««- L'-a«!.
a.— 1 \       m

We  assume  that  these  conditions  on   T   are  satisfied.     Then   T    replaces

S, „=1   \a = l / S = l

Hence TM replaces 52i—i a7 F*mty Zá=i aT F«<™ • The same reasoning applies

to T „ T „, ■ •. Hence* if TT replaces f by /,, the product T T T ,T ,■■■

must replace,/! byfa,.

Theorem. Any possible transformation of (18) ¿mío a similar function by

means of a substitution commutative with S can be effected by the simple sub-

stitutions (20) subject to conditions (21). The normalization of (18) must

take place in the individual sums independently.

18. In the actual normalization of 5Za a°,° Faam, the plan of § 9 is to apply

instead of a single ¿-ary substitution (20), a succession of binary substitutions

[special cases of (20)] :

(22) |x';        x"{ bXix'i + bnx[, b2Xx\ + b22x"\    («*=0,1, ••-,»»),

where by (21), axx bn bl2+ a22 bnla = 0. It follows as in § 9 that a(FUm+ rF22m )

can be multiplied by AA -t- rp,Ji by means of a binary substitution commutative

with S, where A and p, are any rational functions of p such that AA + ruji + 0.

19. Finally, for a root p = ± 1, the operations take place in the initial field

F. We may therefore follow Jordan's developments f (§§ 33-35), to obtain

the most general invariant [C] involving the variables with multiplier ± 1.

But the reduction of [C] to normal forms by means of substitutions commuta-

* For our normalization, we may therefore dispense with the substitutions IK. It may be

be noted in passing that Wreplaces/,,' by/,,» only when/„'=/,."• This may be proved directly

by noting that the first term in Jordan's expression for Faa.m appears with the same coefficient

after transformation by W.

|On p. 258, 1. 7, read 2« — 2 in the second term ; at the end of (í„„ read x„-k-k'.
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tive with S requires essential modifications for the generalization to an arbitrary

field F. The first step (§ 37) is now impossible in general. Instead,* if F is

any field not having modulus 2, we employ the preliminary normalization reduc-

ing <p to £¿=ia*"x°x°, each « 4= 0. Although a)x is not necessarily unity, the

argument in §§ 38—40 holds after an evident modification, so that we reach

[C] =T,a?G!«n + V ( if m = even---: 2»)-
a=X

No changes are necessary in §§ 41-43, so that there results

in

[C]  -E fm-t. **,*.-! + * (ifm = odd = 2n-l).
in

*=i

Indeed, all alternate bilinear forms of determinant 4= 0,

1,

23    ea*tXk («<»--«*!, c'a in «eld F),
», t

are reducible by a linear substitution in F, congredient on the x's and A^'s, to

a unique normal form £;"=1(x2t_,X2k — x2kX2k_x).

Continuing similarly the reduction of W, we obtain as a semi-canonical form

of [ C ] a sum of terms G and f, affecting different variables. The factors a

of the G are as yet any marks not zero of F, but otherwise the coefficients in

[C] are all fixed constants. As shown above for hermitian forms, so here

further normalization must take place in the separate sums

i+i'

(23) ».-Z«T^, T.<?Gß„>,--    (»>»'>»",••),
S=í+1

the only substitution effective in normalizing crn being of the form

(24) x" ¿&a4x«'   t>=i. •••>•*; '=°. 1. •••»«)•

Now Gan = x?tx* +'£ci.x°:x*(i+-j). Further, (24) replaces xfx.(i 4= j)

by a sum of such terms. Hence if (24) replaces cra by cru, it must replace

£a"ax*#", the only terms in cra with like subscripts to the two x's, by

^a'naax^xl, the only terms in cra, with like subscripts to the two x's. Hence,

since F does not have modulus 2, we derive the necessary conditions

(25) ¿«r^ = «I6S,        ¿om6j6„-0 (i,t«i....,i;< + i).
a=l a = l

*Some corrections make the reading of H 37-39 easier. In % 37, 38, read [C] for [an] . In

J 38 the use of a." instead of a11 does not conform to the earlier notations.    For T in \ 39 read

fjl I' ' ' I      ^     ' ' I     1     '   I
J   ~~    •r2n > ' '    ' X2ri—Vi X-Ln   1    /'-r2/,'  ' ' "l *i,*_2*   I      X0    •
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But these are also sufficient conditions that (24) shall replace a by a ,. Indeed,

if (25) hold, (24) replaces 'Eaa**xaixa(i 4= j) by

''T,' (Î"rKsbat)x>x< = ±a'nSSxW.

Hence for the purposes of normalization, Gan of cra may be replaced by its lead-

ing term x";c* and the subscript i in (24) restricted to the value n. The

problem is therefore essentially the normalization of an l-aiy quadratic form

within the group of all l-ary substitutions in the field F.

20. With regard to fields having modulus 2, we restrict our attention to a

finite field, say the GF [2*]. Then every mark is a square. The develop-

ments of Jordan (§§ 46-53) hold for the GF[2k] after slight changes. In

§46 we must multiply x^ + x" by X, where A is any fixed mark such that

Xx2 + Xy2+xy is irreducible in the GF[2n] (cf. Linear Groups, §199).

Hence in § 47, GlH + G2n must be multiplied by A; similarly in the latter sec-

tions. In § 48 the case ba 4= 0 can be reduced to the case ö" = 1 by applying

the substitution which multiplies x* by (o°)_i for ¿=0, 1, •••, m.

The University of Chicago,

November 9, 1905.


